Accellion USA, LLC is announcing End of Life for its legacy FTA software effective April 30,
2021.
Accellion will continue to provide support and honor its FTA contracts for the duration of its
existing License Terms.
If your renewal date for your FTA software is after April 30, 2021, you will not be allowed to
renew and your FTA license will end.
Accellion has decided to announce this end of life for the FTA software for the following
reasons:
The FTA software is Accellion’s 20 year old legacy product. For the past three
years, Accellion has been attempting to move its existing FTA customers over to
our modern and more secure platform, kiteworks®.
Six months ago, Accellion informed its FTA customers that the FTA operating
system, CENTOS 6, had announced an end of life date of November 30, 2020.
This limits our ability to support the FTA software.
Accellion would be honored to keep the terms at renewal time (or earlier) if you would like to
upgrade to our flagship kiteworks Content Firewall platform. Accellion would assist, at no
additional cost, in the migration process to kiteworks and will work with you on the time period
to achieve this transition.

The Accellion Enterprise Content Firewall enables organizations to securely share sensitive information beyond enterprise borders while maintaining the controls
and visibility needed to demonstrate compliance. Accellion’s solutions have been used by more than 25 million end users and have been installed at more than
3,000 of the world’s leading corporations and government agencies including NYC Health + Hospitals; KPMG; Kaiser Permanente; National Park Service; Tyler
Technologies; and the National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST). For more information please visit www.accellion.com or call (650) 485-4300.
Follow Accellion on LinkedIn, Twitter, and Accellion’s Blog.
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